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Booklet Compiled by Margaret Adams

July 2018

The German Shepherd Dog Association of Western Australia (Inc)
Annual General Meeting
Sunday August 5th 2018 noon
At our Headquarters, Passmore Street, Southern River W.A.
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1

Open the Meeting
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3
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GENERAL BUSINESS
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ANY OTHER GENERAL BUSINESS
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
It is with mixed feelings that I submit this report to the 2018 German Shepherd Dog Association
of WA (Inc.) AGM and I welcome you all to this Annual General Meeting.
As most of you will be aware, this will be my last meeting as President of this great club.
I have held the position of President for a total of 11 Years and it is fair to say that it has been
an interesting period of my life.
There have been many ups and downs during those 11 years, not to mention the 19 years of
service on the Executive and Committee which later became the GSDA Management
Committee.
I have to say that there have been many good periods and very few bad times and I have made
many really good friends both at a local level and at a National Level when attending GSDCA
AGM’s.
Overall the members of the club are very supportive of the work done by our many volunteers
but every now and again an issue arises and that is when people forget that the club is run by
volunteers who give an inordinate amount of time to the club.
Perhaps my biggest disappointment is the continuing perception of and us and them problem
between some parts of the Show and Obedience fraternity. In my personal view there has never
been and us and them issue during my time with the club and I really don’t understand why it
continues to be a problem.
The club has two separate sub-committees that look after the interests of the two sections and
all it needs is for the general membership to show respect to each other regardless of whether
your interest is shows or obedience and the perceived issues will quickly disappear.
I offer my thanks to Margaret Adams for again taking on the task of producing this Report
Booklet for the GSDA of WA AGM.
This booklet contains reports from the various Office Bearers of the club and all the subcommittee chairs and is a very valuable part of maintaining the history of the club. Many thanks
to Margaret for a job well done.
2017/2018 has again been a very good year with the members of the Management Committee
working very well together once again during the past twelve months.
As they have done for some time now they have yet again shown the ability to accept and
support all decisions made by the Committee as a collective and have always supported
decisions even when the decision has gone against their own personal feelings on the matter
being voted on.
They have shown great professionalism all year and I thank them all for that.
The motto that I introduced five years ago is:We CAN make a difference if we put aside our personal likes and dislikes and ALL work
together for the sake of the Breed.
I have no doubt that the reason for the committee working so well together is because, in the
main, we all followed the ideals of the motto and there is little doubt that the club would be a
much better place if everyone followed the motto whether involved in an official capacity or
simply as a member of the club.
We have continued to submit written reports to all of our Management Committee meetings as
well as the Quarterly and Special General Meetings which always helps to complete the
meetings in a timely manner and I would hope that the new committee will continue with this as
there is no doubt that it does help to avoid long drawn out meetings.
I will now recognise and thank the following members of the Management Committee:Vice-President – John Crace
Once again John has worked really hard with our club sponsors and he is always ready to help
out whenever I have called on him to be at the club grounds for any reason. John continued to
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be involved with the ground maintenance and has always made himself available if called on,
by me, to help.
Great work again this year John and many thanks for your commitment to the club and also for
your friendship. John has chosen to not stand for this position for the next year and I offer my
grateful thanks for the many years of service that John has given to our club. I wish John all
the best in his retirement from the Management Committee of the club.
Secretary - Anna Mitchell
Anna has been the club Secretary for four years and works very hard in this very important
position. She is as well organised and efficient as she has been since she started in this role.
Anna has chosen to stand down from this position and I thank her again for the great work she
has done for the club during her time in the very difficult position of Club Secretary. I wish her
well in her retirement from the role and I thank her for her friendship.
Treasurer – Joan McMulkin
Joan has just completed her second year as the club Treasurer. I congratulate her on her
efficiency in the role and the way she has fitted in with the other members of the committee. It
has been a pleasure working with her. She has kept the books in a very efficient way and we
are in a very good position financially which I am sure she will report on in her report to the
meeting. My thanks to Joan for her work in this role and I am delighted that she has agreed to
stand again for another year and has been elected unopposed.
Show Chair – Andy Grace
Andy has done a great job during the past year in her role of Show Chair and also chair of the
show sub-committee and Andy is a very organised person and has run a very well organised
sub-committee and has always participated fully at our Management Committee Meetings and
each of the Quarterly General Meetings. Well done Andy and I do appreciate our friendship.
Andy has made the decision to withdraw here nomination for this position and I thank her most
sincerely for the great job she has done during her time in the role.
Breed Affairs – Natalie Humphries
Natalie has continued in this role and has been a consistent attendee at our Management
Committee Meetings plus of course the Quarterly General Meetings and Special General
Meetings that we have held over the past 12 months.
Natalie has organised a number of lectures which have all been well attended and I thank her
for the time that she puts into organising these talks. Hopefully Natalie has been accepted as a
Breed Surveyor and her application was fully supported by the Management Committee of the
GSDA of WA, her application was to be discussed at the GSDCA NBC meeting in late July and
hopefully was accepted at that meeting. If she was successful then I congratulate her on
becoming a Breed Surveyor. Due to the closing date for this booklet I was unable to confirm
whether Natalie was successful. Natalie has agreed to stand again for this role and has been
elected unopposed.
Obedience Chair – Honey Gross-Richardson
Honey has been involved in our club for many years and continues to put in many hours on our
behalf and I thank her for that. As well as her role of Obedience Chair she is also the Head
Trainer at our Northern Suburbs ground at Otago Park, Craigie where she endeavours to look
after the interests of our Otago Park members. Unfortunately she has to run this ground on her
own at the moment especially during the Sunday training months. I was able to help her out
during the summer night training again which I thoroughly enjoyed. I always look forward to the
night training sessions as it gives me the opportunity to meet and work with the Otago Park
members for a period of about four months. Honey has stood again for the role and has been
elected unopposed.
Minutes Secretary – Margaret Adams
Minutes Secretary is just one of many roles that Margaret is involved in and she does a terrific
job taking the minutes at both Management Committee and all General Meetings. Her minutes
are always of a high standard and she is to be congratulated on the accuracy of the minutes.
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As well as this role she is also involved in the following positions:-Editor of the GSDA
magazine, I.D Officer, Puppy list and Stud Dog Registrar. Margaret was also the Breed Specific
Legislation Officer for the National Council for many years until she stood down at this year’s
GSDCA AGM.
She also organises the two fund raising events that we support each year, namely the McGrath
Foundation and the Ted Whitton Foundation. We as a club have supported these two charities
for a number of years now and I hope that we continue to do so for many more years to come. It
is good for the club to be involved in a couple of charities outside of the dog world as it helps
to keep us grounded in matters of importance away from the club. I thank her for the significant
amount of work that she does on behalf of all the members. I am also pleased to acknowledge
that she has once again agreed to stand for the position of Minutes Secretary and has been
elected unopposed..
I would now like to recognise all of our many volunteers, club officers and sub-committee
members:Kym Glenny – Public Relations Officer, Vicki Beaton –Club Registrar, Hereditary Disease
Registrar and HD/ED Registrar, Rob Pritchard – Webmaster, Margaret Adams – already thanked
above, Angela Boeyinga – It would be remiss of me not to offer my personal thanks to Angela
for the many years that she has run the GSDA Shop for us. Tamara Touzel – Canteen on
Sundays and Show days, Wayne Martin – Point Score Officer, many thanks Wayne for doing the
point score for the past number of years. Stefan Gumpert – Stefan has taken over the role of
Point Score Officer and I wish him all the best and welcome him to the role. Faye Ramsden –
Membership Officer,
Rachael Laubsch – Trophy Officer, John Glenny – Head Trainer at Gosnells & Returning Officer
for the AGM Voting and Honey Gross-Richardson – Head Trainer at Otago Park.
I also offer my grateful thanks to all members of the Show & Trial sub-committees, all the
people involved in the Grounds Working Party with special thanks to Ian Heard and Simon
Maxwell for their fantastic work on the grounds, these guys are the reason that the grounds
look as good as they do. Thanks to Brian Lubbock for continuing to print all of our catalogues
for the shows and to John Fenner for his contribution in supplying the front and back covers
for the catalogues and Anna Mitchell for printing the front and back covers whenever needed.
Tracy Roberts for looking after the bibs that we use at our shows and Dorothy Marr for being
there to hand out the bibs and catalogues at all of our shows. Finally my thanks to our
dedicated Instructors who give up their time every Sunday to take classes to help our members
get the very best out of their furry friends.
As you can see by this list, we have many volunteer workers in the club and I thank them all for
the great work that they do on behalf of the Breed and Members
I do hope that I haven’t missed anyone. If I have, then I offer my sincere apologise. This is
always a danger when you try to thank everyone by name but I do like to recognise the great
work that is done by our many volunteers.
The members mentioned above are the absolute heart and soul of our organisation and it is
without doubt that without the hard work done by all of our volunteers this club would be
unable to function.
Well done to you all and thank you so much. I am amazed and supremely proud of what you do
for the club.
As always we have been well supported by our Sponsors and I am delighted to once again
recognise the continued support of the GSDA of WA by them:Mars Pet Care (Advance)
Mars Pet Care have been great supporters of our organisation for many years and I would
emphasise again that to endeavour to ensure their continued support we must continue to
encourage our members to purchase the Advance biscuits that we sell, at a very competitive
price. I would point out that if members buy two bags of biscuits per year, the money saved
would pay your membership for the following year. Unfortunately the sponsorship has dropped
off quite significantly and we have now lost the Cash part of the sponsorship. The sponsorship
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is valued at about $10000 in bags of biscuits for prizes at our shows and trials. My thanks to
Mars Pet Care for the long term support which I believe has been mutually beneficial to both of
our organisations.
We are unsure whether or not the sponsorship will continue next year.
Animal Health (Triangle Agencies)
Once again I thank Troy Lyon and his team for their continued support of the German Shepherd
Dog Association of WA (Inc.) through the biscuit sales and shop supplies.
It is thanks to Troy that we are able to purchase the biscuits at a great price which in turn
allows us to sell them to our members at the price that we do.
We also purchase most of the shop supplies from Animal Health and we are always offered the
goods at a very reasonable price.
Your company’s support is always appreciated by me and the club membership Troy.
Scarboro Toyota
Scarboro Toyota has once again been great supporters of our club and once again I thank them
for the ongoing support of our shows and trials, plus money for ground improvements.
On a personal level I also offer my thanks to Rob van Helvoort for his continued support and
friendship.
Armadale Mower World
Craig and Armadale Mower world have continued to support our club and I thank them for that
support. They service and repair our ground equipment on a regular basis and are always
willing to advise us if required. We also run an annual fundraiser in support of Craig’s favourite
charity, the Ted Whitten Foundation.
As stated in earlier reports, this arrangement is a win/win for our two organisations.
Canning Vale Fish & Chips
I thank Canning Vale Fish & Chips for their support for a number of years. Unfortunately this
sponsorship has now terminated but was gratefully received during the period of time it was
available. My thanks and appreciation goes to Anita and Terry for their support.
As always, I encourage all of our members to support the sponsors who continue to support us
for without this support from the above named sponsors we would find it very difficult to offer
the financial help to our sub-committee’s to run the shows and trials.
It would be remiss of me not to make mention of Margaret and her crew of helpers for the work
that they do around the time of the main shows. They come in and clean up the club rooms, the
veranda and the toilets. Margaret supplies the flowers for the tables at the shows. Thanks to all
of you for the work that you all do on our behalf.
At this point in the report I unfortunately need to bring to light a few of the seemingly never
ending issues that continually arise:•
The age old problem of members not picking up after their dogs continues to cause me
much frustration. Not only do some members not pick up after their dogs but some who do
pick up leave the bag on the ground near the bucket for someone else to put in the bucket.
I once again ask that ALL members’ show some respect for the club grounds and in particular
some respect to the hardworking volunteers that put in many hours on our behalf to keep the
grounds looking as good as they do.
•
The use of the smoking areas is generally utilised by the smoking fraternity in the club
with an occasional reminder needed to be given to any member that may from time to time
break the smoking rules. These incidents are few in number and I thank the smokers for their
support in this matter.
The fact that, for some reason, the plastic chains around the smoking area posts have been
either broken or removed by someone doesn’t change the ruling that smoking is only allowed
within the four posts of the smoking zones.
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•
There is a ten kilometre per hour speed limit everywhere on the grounds at HQ and this
speed limit MUST be obeyed by all members. There was a recent incident where a member was
walking their dog at the top end of the grounds when a white four wheel drive came around the
bushes at speed and created a danger to the member with the dog. This is totally unacceptable.
There may from time to time be occasions when a dog may be off lead, for whatever reason,
and if cars are speeding then it is only a matter of time before someone’s dog is badly injured
or worse still killed by the speeding vehicle.
There are also a few matters that I feel I must comment on as these have the possibility of
impacting on the future of our club:.
1.
Members really do need to stop and think about how any strong criticism will impact on
the person being criticized. I have never had any problem accepting constructive criticism but I
do have a major problem accepting that people feel that they have the right to offer destructive
criticism. If you, as a member, feel that a person is not as efficient as you think they should be
then the obvious answer would be for you to stand against that person and show us how it
should be done.
2.
In view of the fact that we may have lost two of our sponsors we are rapidly
approaching the time when we will once again have to look at the possibility of running fund
raisers. I would hope that if that is the case then we could expect all of the members to support
the club and if possible make an offer to help in running or organising the events.
3.
We are in need of looking for new blood to help out as instructors especially at our
Northern ground, Otago Park in Craigie, where our training supervisor, Honey GrossRichardson is the sole instructor on the ground.
If you feel that you may be interested in coming on board, please speak to Honey or John
Glenny and they will guide you on how to become an instructor.
Our Membership numbers are still quite good I’m not sure what the numbers were when the
financial year ended but I’m sure that the report from the membership officer will show around
400 plus members.
We have a really good turnout at Sunday training each week and I ask that the breeders
continue to hand out the 4 free lesson certificates as these freebies are very popular with the
new puppy people.
Once again we had a large contingent of members who made the trip to Adelaide for the
National Show where we had some great success. There were a number of animals on the pegs
that were either owned by WA members or bred by WA breeders and exhibited by owners in the
Eastern States. Congratulations to Iccara Kennels for achieving a Gold Medal for 1st place
Long Stock Coat Open Dog. A great result guys.
The commitment and dedication of the members that continue to support these shows in the
Eastern States is awesome and to be keen enough to overcome the tyranny of distance is to be
admired.
The Children’s Christmas Party in December was a great success again. If asked I will run the
100 club raffle again this year to help with the cost of running the Children’s party again this
coming Christmas.
I love this wonderful breed of ours and it is this love of the breed that has kept me involved.
Without doubt the most enjoyable part of my involvement is being an instructor and taking the
pre-kindy classes in obedience followed by the Kindy class later in the morning. I get a lot of
pleasure out of seeing the obedience members improving week to week.
I did say last year that I would be cutting back on my involvement on the various subcommittees during the 2017/2018 year and that didn’t happen. I will definitely be looking at my
involvement on the sub-committees and make a decision on which I will continue to support, if
any, when the nominations are due at the November QGM.
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I encourage our newer members to consider getting involved in the running of the club. There
are many ways to be involved and if you are interested but are unsure of how to get involved
speak to any member of the various committees and I’m sure that they will offer you the
relevant advice. We have a very active group of volunteers who have been active for many
years. Clubs such as ours don’t run themselves guys please consider this question ‘What can I
do to help keep MY club going.’
As I approach the end of my time as your President I urge all members to support the new
President and Committee, whoever they may be. The club will have a new President, Vice
President, Secretary and Show Chair after this AGM and they will need your support to help get
started in their new roles.
I will always have an involvement in the club mainly as an obedience instructor, a role that, as I
stated earlier in this report, gives me great enjoyment
I will continue to attend General Meetings (QGM & SGM) and hopefully still have some input on
the future of the club.
As I always do at the end of my AGM report, I offer my heartfelt thanks to the partners of our
volunteers for their ongoing support throughout the year. Our volunteers could not put in the
hard work, and time, that they do without the total support of their partners.
I especially thank my Wife Dorothy; who has always supported me through the good times and
the sometimes not so good times. Dorothy has spent many evenings alone at home while I
have been attending meetings here, or over East attending GSDCA AGM meetings etc. and her
total support is what keeps me going.
Well done everyone and once again, many, many thanks.
Ian Marr, President
VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Once again it has been a fairly busy year and I offer my thanks to everyone who has helped
during the past 12 months. I have put in full reports to all of our Management Committee
Meetings and all Quarterly General Meetings as is required.
As always I have spent some considerable time looking after the interests of our sponsors and
it is important that we continue to look after them as they in turn look after us.
My portfolio includes the Ground Managers and the Public Relations Officer. The named
Officers will submit their own reports for the AGM reports Booklet and this report will give an
overview on various issues we have dealt with during the past year.
The reticulation system is working really well at present after a number of problems with it
during the year.
We continue to check the trees around the ground and currently they seem to be going OK. We
need to keep checking them as they are prone to dropping branches for no apparent reason.
We will, of course, take action if we see any signs that any trees have the potential to become
dangerous.
We are still looking for someone to take over the role of the Ground Managers, particularly at
Headquarters to take the pressure off the members that have been looking after the grounds
since Maurie retired. Thank you Ian Heard and everyone that has help this year.
John Crace
Vice-President
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
Although I have enjoyed my last four years as the Secretary of the G.S.D.A. of W.A. this will be
my final report as Secretary.
I would like to thank my fellow management committee for their support and hard work in
supporting me in this portfolio. Those included in my portfolio are the Minute Secretary,
Membership Officer, Editor, Webmaster and Historian.
To Margaret Adams, our minute secretary may I send a very, big thank you for collating and
emailing the necessary documentation for the meetings. Also as Editor – thanks for all the
information updates we receive throughout the year to keep us up to date what events are
taking place. A very big job well done Margaret amongst all the other jobs you do for the club,
all your hard work is greatly appreciated.
To Faye Ramsden, our Membership Officer, also a great, big thank you for keeping the
memberships list up to date and sending out the renewals when they are due. Members need to
ensure the correct identification is sent through when paying for memberships directly into the
GSDA of WA’s Bank Account - please do not forget to include your name on the Bank Receipt
so that the Treasurer & Memberships Officer know who the payment belongs to. Please email
the renewal form and bank receipt to our Memberships Officer and our Treasurer so that they
can keep the Accounts up to date.
Thanks to Rob Pritchard for his work on the website and Facebook pages this year – lots of
changes and updates.
Now he is “retiring” I am sure Ian will continue his Historian duties and we all look forward to
its completion.
We have had a few enquiries to hire our grounds out and there are a couple of enquiries in the
pipeline. This brings in some extra dollars which we can always use to improve our grounds.
We had our annual Raffle s again for the E.J. Whitton Foundation & the Jane McGrath BBQ
breakfast raffle - both were very well attended thank you to the members.
We also had a Raffle for the Children’s Christmas Party we did not do as well as the previous
year but the children still had a lovely party, hope we do better this year with your help.
I am very disappointed in our members for their lack of commitment to volunteer to keep the
Clubhouse and the ground maintenance up to date when there is a call to clean up. It is always
the same handful of people that show up to volunteer their time to maintain the Clubhouse and
the Grounds. It would be great if everybody would spend half an hour or a full hour if you have
the time to volunteer and take pride in our Grounds and Clubhouse.
It is the volunteers that keep the club going, without them there would be no German Shepherd
Club, thank you all who put in the effort.
We are the only German Shepherd Dog club in Australia who have their own Clubhouse and
Grounds and that is something to be proud of. It is your Club and if nobody helps to maintain
our Club then it won’t be long and there won’t be a club anymore.
Finally I would like to congratulate all the members that entered Obedience and Show
competitions and hope that you all have done well.

Anna Mitchell
Secretary
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Well folks - there goes another financial year.
I’m happy to report that the clubs financial position at the end of June’18 is very healthy but we
cannot become complacent and need to continue to keep expenditure under control.
To our retiring Management Committee members Ian, Anna, John and Andy thanks and you will
be missed. We may not have always seen eye to eye or agreed on everything but personal
differences have always been put aside for the good of our dogs and club members. I sincerely
hope that this sentiment of best interest of our dogs and club members is maintained by
incoming committee members.
To our clubs’ sponsors - Scarboro Toyota, Animal Health, Canning Vale Fish & Chips and
Armadale Mower World, thank you, your support is very much appreciated.
Again this year thank you and well done to our wonderful trainers who give freely of their time
and put so much effort into training us and our dogs.
Thanks to everyone who has put in time and effort to help around the club no matter how great
or small, every little bit helps.

Joan McMulkin
Treasurer

BREED AFFAIRS CHAIR REPORT
Hi Everyone
Another year as flown by and we are already more than half way through 2018.
I am pleased to say I have been re-elected unopposed for another year and look forward to
representing the club at the Judges Meeting and Breed Commission Meetings in Melbourne on
21-22 July 2018 as your club delegate.
I would like to thank my fellow Breed Affairs committee members for their support throughout
the year –
Judges/Breed Surveyors - Robyn Knuckey, John Fenner, Honey Gross RichardsonHD and ED Registrar, Breed Survey Registrar -Vicki Beaton
Identification Officer, Puppy Listing Officer, Stud Dog Registrar Breed Specific Legislation
Officer - Margaret Adams
Club President and minute secretary - Ian Marr
Veterinary advisor -Dr Candice Baker- Candy is the person that helps out with those tricky vet
questions. Thank you, Candy.
The Breed Affairs portfolio involves chairing meetings, answering enquiries relevant to breed
affairs from members and breeders alike and representing the club at the National Council
Breed Commission and Judges Committee meetings.
I also try to arrange lectures on topics that I hope members will find interesting and benefit in
the overall care of their dogs. In June of this year we were very lucky to have Dr Meng Siak
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Specialist Veterinary Dermatologist do a talk on Itchy dogs and what can we do to help them.
The talk was very informative and Dr Siak is writing an article for our National Review
magazine.
John Fenner gave a brief talk on anatomy of the GSD on the same day. Robyn Knuckey is due
to give a talk on The Gun test in the future.
I would really like feedback from club members on other topics of interest for future talks.
I would encourage everyone to fill in the online survey regarding the WA Governments Stop
Puppy Farming legislation, the links have been provided on the club Facebook page.
The club and National council are working on the aspects of the WUSV Harmonisation plan and
members will be updated as we go. There are still some issues to be ironed out in these areas.
Margaret and Rob our Webmaster have now added our Breeders and Stud Dog register to our
Webpage and the puppy page will be finished soon.
I look forward to another productive year ahead.
Natalie Humphries
Breed Affairs Chair

SHOW CHAIR REPORT
Hi Everyone
Well this is the end of another great year. We have had 10 shows this year, 3 Championship
shows, 1 SBE, 4 Members comps, and 2 open shows. Numbers were down a little this year as
unfortunately they are everywhere.
Next year 10 shows are already set on our 2019 Show Calendar, with some Judges contracts
already sent. Thanks to Kerrie our very efficient Show Secretary.
Thanks to our fund raising the show committee has a sound financial balance. Special thanks
to Rachael Laubsch for our very successful keyring fundraiser and also the Hot Cross Buns.
Also special thanks to
Lee-Anne Shea for our Show Sponsorships which raised $2550.00
I’d like to thank all my committee for their hard work and support I could not have done this job
without you all. I would also like to thank Vicky Beaton our stenographer and Tamara Touzel for
her yummy food in the canteen. We could not have successful shows without you guys.
Andy Crace
Show Chair
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OBEDIENCE CHAIR’S REPORT
It gives me great pleasure to report, that membership participation in the Obedience Classes on
both our grounds, our Gosnells Headquarters in Passmore St. Southern River, and the Otago
Park Classes in Craigie, North of the River, are on a steady increase.
There is a satisfying stream of new members bringing their puppies to classes week by week.
No so pleasing, the trend to work as far as the Advanced Pre-Kindy class, but not progress to
the higher level s, which also prevails. This has the effect of young puppies, being kept away
from classes, just as they are approaching their juvenile stage, the age of “cutting their apron
strings” gradually becoming more independent and we generally don’t see the pups again, until
they are close to a year, when the absence from structured training and socialisation with and
fun and games at the club, has made itself felt to the extent, where the owners are struggling. It
this applies to any of our readers – we would certainly welcome you back!
Our Instructors are keen, their enthusiasm for conducting the classes from beginners to the
high trials classes, knows no bounds, and the time might soon come when our members are
competing in Show AND Obedience at National level again. The quality is certainly there, with
wins in Obedience, Rally O’ and DWD too, coming in at a thrilling rate all year round! Keep up
the good work, everyone! Trainers, take a bow! Not in a sport for points, but sporting high
gradings, titles and championships is our tracking fraternity! We are very proud of our dogs
with the treasured CWA certificate, and with the ZAP on the horizon, there should be an
upsurge of German Shepherd Dogs with the coveted ET.
Our future State Breed Exhibitions will see Rally O’ along with the Obedience on the Saturday,
and I am delighted to report that we shall be re-introducing the Triple Crown, no longer
featuring Agility as the third aspect, but Rally Obedience! After several years of not offering
Agility classes, there is keen interest in this beautiful sport again too, so who knows what the
future holds at the Western Front.
The Trials Committee has hardly processed the paper work of one event, when they are already
gearing up for another, and the entries at trials are always good, equal to those at the other
Perth Clubs, as keen triallers meet at the various events in keen competition.
A comprehensive trials report will be included, and very exciting for all, will be the GSD
Performance booklet that is being worked on, giving the results and photos of all our keen
handlers competing in the various dog sports our members enjoy. The latter will eventually be
posted on our web pages!!
Also to be kept in mind at all times, and here we go from A to Z, with the prevalent Ambivalence
towards the ZAP, and it is hoped that at the planned GSDCA Obedience Conference, there will
be healthy discussions on this topic, we need to be able to enthuse even more of our breeder
members, to avail themselves of the opportunity to join in our Socialisation Classes, and have
some fun with a couple of dogs each year in Pre-Kindy class, the first stepping stone in the
right direction! For bonding and preparing the dogs for off leash work, it would not be all that
easy to find anything better suited than our Rally O’ classes which it is planned, will be
expanded to Sunday Classes again in the near future. Give it a go, try it out!
To our Trainers, and the Trials Committee, my thanks and appreciation for their dedication and
hard work, all to round off the joys of German Shepherd Dog ownership for the members of our
club!
It has been another good year, and my appreciation goes also to all members of the
Management Committee, and last, but not least, not only to all the workers on the grounds, but
to all our members who love their dogs enough to bring them out to have fun with Happy
Training!
Honey Gross-Richardson
Obedience Chair
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TRIALS COMMITTEE REPORT
The 2017/2018 year was my first year working in an active role on the Trials Committee. I must
express my thanks to all members of the committee for their vote of confidence in electing me
their chairperson. I must also express my appreciation for their support in ensuring that this
year has been a success.
The Trial Committee members for 2017/2018 were: Glenda Wellman (outgoing secretary), Karen
Westmacott (incoming secretary), Joan McMulkin (treasurer), Kerrie Pearce (minutes
secretary), John Glenny, Jean McCowan, Andy Crace, Sue Peters, Kym Glenny, Kerry Leeder,
and Trish McGregor (joined May 2018).
During the past 12 months the trials committee ran 1 Endurance Test (ET), the SBE Obedience
trial, and 3 combined Obedience & Rally-O Trials. During this period there has been a gradual
increase in the number of competitors using online entries. We are now receiving more entries
online than through the mail. As a committee we have worked hard to lift the atmosphere of our
trials to which competitors are responding with an increase in entries.
As from 2019 Rally-O classes have been added for the first time to the SBE, as a consequence
the Triple Crown is being revamped. The committee is also looking for an alternative venue to
hold the ET which is currently held on our grounds. We are looking for a site that will satisfy all
the requirements of the AD when adopted.
Tamara Touzel has continued to operate the canteen on our trial days with her toasted
sandwiches highly regarded. The members of the committee donated some lovely food dishes
for the judges and workers, which was greatly appreciated by all. My heartfelt thanks go to Ian
Heard and Kerrie Pearce for the mowing of the grass before the trials, John Glenny for ring set
up, and Sue Pearce and Glenda Wellman for giving up their Friday afternoons to assist me in
the cleaning of the clubhouse and tidying of the grounds. The grounds on trial days now look a
treat.
For the ET this year the trials committee operated the canteen with all proceeds going to the
fundraising efforts of the committee. Thanks go to all those who helped in particular the Club’s
Trophy Officer, Rachael Laubsch, for her donation of delicious soup and bread rolls (that
proved very popular) and manning of the canteen.
Thank you must also go to Rob Van Helvoort and Penny Alder for their continued support of by
way of a monetary donation to the trials committee. Thanks also to Mars Pet Care for their
donation this year of cash and Advance biscuits.
Finally my appreciation is expressed to Sue Peters for her tireless work in fundraising by
selling raffle tickets.
Glenda Wellman resigned from the committee effective 17 May this year. The committee thanks
Glenda for her past efforts. Karen Westmacott agreed to resume the duties of Trial Secretary
effective 17 May and I look forward to continue working with her into the future. The committee
welcomes Trish McGregor who joined us late May.
Di Webb
Trials Chairperson
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JUDGES SUB-COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT
This year we have continued to meet and discuss the future direction of our breed.
I am the Judges’ Chair for the G.S.D.C.A. – allowing me to have my finger on the pulse of
happenings not only in Western Australia but also throughout Australia.
At this upcoming meeting we will be discussing the judges for our Championship shows for
2019. I am looking forward to input from our members.
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Robyn Knuckey
Judges’ Sub Committee

MINUTE SECRETARY’S REPORT

Another amazing year has passed and I have once again enjoyed my time with the Management
Committee and I thank them for the opportunity to work for and with them. Ian as the Chair of
the meetings has continued to allow me to speak on my portfolios and areas that I have
experience in. I again remind members that all can attend to observe happenings which decide
the direction your association is taking.
Margaret Adams
Minutes Secretary

HISTORIAN’S REPORT
This Is just a brief report on the work being done by myself as the Club Historian. This has
been a fairly long process and each time I think I have got on top of reading all the past minutes
etc. I find another couple of boxes that I have still to go through. I am pleased to report that I
have finally started putting all my notes together and with just two more boxes to go through I
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am hopeful of being able to ask for any old photos that may be useful when I start putting the
book together. If you have any old photos that you can loan me I promise that I will take great
care of them and once I have scanned them I will return them to you in the same condition that
they were in when you loaned them to me. I don’t want you to give them to me but it would be
great if you can start looking for photos that I can use so that when I send out the message that
I am ready for them I can get them from you a.s.a.p. This project has been such an eye opener
for me and has given me a much better idea of the great work done by our earlier members.
Ian Marr
Historian

WEBMASTER’S REPORT
2018 has seen many areas of our Webpage and Facebook updated and improved.
My thanks go to those who made contributions.
Schedules, events and critiques have been published in a very timely manner.
Our breeders and Stud Dog owners have been invited to advertise their kennels and dogs. I
hope you are all pleased with the results.
This is our shop window to the world and we need to be constantly updating our information to
show our association in the best of lights. I want to see the whole association represented with
quality photographs of our dogs in action.
In addition to this I have been running the canteen during July and I would like to thank
everyone for their support and those who have expressed their appreciation.
I am pleased to have raised a few dollars to help to improve headquarters.
Rob Pritchard
Webmaster

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER’S REPORT
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Once again we were invited to the East Kenwick Primary school. About 400 students and 50
staff attended. Many children never get the opportunity to mix with dogs in this way – they
thoroughly enjoyed it and we expect to be back again
Disciplines performed by the team were
DWD –
Diane Webb with RCh Maerceci Uber Magic (Maggie) RAE, UD, TD,
UDX (scent discrimination) –
Diane Webb with Maggie
RALLY O –
Wayne Martin with LaShadas Xang Bang (Chevy) AZ, BSC1, Ex, CD, CDX, RAE,
TRACKING –
Kerrie Pearce with T&S Gr Ch Alderhaus Unique Udolpho (Luga) T&S Dog,T&S Dog Ex,
OBEDIENCE & AGILITY –
Kerrie Pearce with T&S Gr CH, Tr Ch Glenbala Bratsrfun (Anya) CD, RA,
Kym Glenny with Carobria Vavoom (Hondo) CCD
Rachael Laubsch with CH Volscaro Lenton Brae AZ, BSC1, EX, CCD, RN
PUPPY OBEDIENCE – Michael Martin with Bronboreo Michelle (Leah)
We also had Ian Marr with Alderhaus Wicked Romeo (Romeo), Tracy Roberts with Volscaro I
Want It All (Freda) and Volscaro Play The Game (Player), Kym Glenny with Sabaranburg Marko
(Jett) and Iccara Green Beret as ambassadors socialising with the children.
Behind the scenes “staff” were John Glenny (M.C. and team trainer), Mr Martin & Karen
Westmacott – cinematography and equipment and John Fenner Photography.

Sunday 26/11/17 we held our annual family fun day which was well attended by members from
both Headquarters and Otago Park grounds.
Some of our games were:
Best Trick
Best Dressed dog.
A puppy recall race for pups under 6mths.
Agility - where the owners and dogs share use of the equipment.
Limbo Dancing and Sausage on a String competitions are always fun.
Pleasing to see quite few child handlers joining in the fun.
Thanks to the helpers on the day:
John Glenny, Ian Marr, Laurel Cowell and John Crace for arranging of prizes.
Margaret Adams and Eric Herson for cooking the sausage sizzle.
To end off the year our Children’s Christmas Party was both well attended and enjoyed by all –
we hold this event prior to the annual trophy presentations and it rewards the children for their
patience throughout the year.
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Things to do:
A Superhero bouncy castle
Barn Babes – a wonderful collection of farm animals to feed and pet.
Face Painting
Lolly bags
Mr Whippy proved a BIG hit to young and old
And of course the Jolly Fat Man himself – Santa – who arrived on a very hot V8 Maloo ute to
hand out presents.
Thanks to Nicole Smith, Rod & Trish Humphries and Lachlan Jones

In January this year I was contacted by Corinne, a Manager from Nulsen Disability Services
who house and provide care for disabled people. Corinne asked if we could arrange a meeting
with our German Shepherds and two of their residents, Steven and Lisa, both of whom are in
wheel chairs.
It was to be a surprise for Steven’s 50th birthday. Steven loves GSD’s as he owned one when
he was young. We arranged for them to meet us at the club grounds on 1st February.
We had 11 dogs and owners, albeit 1 is a funny looking GSD, Dusty the Cattle Dog. He lives
with 3 Shepherds and thinks he’s one so we let him think it. It was huge success and judging
by Steven’s smiles he was thrilled.
The success of this meeting led to a second meeting on the 22nd March.
All the dogs were so well behaved and gentle with them. Both meeting were enjoyable for all of
us.
It’s planned that these meetings will continue possibly every 2-3months with their residents.
Thank you to all the club members who helped me put these meetings together:
Kerrie Pearce with Anya & Tabitha
Iain McIntosh with Leo & Kruizer
Ian and Dorothy Marr with Romeo
Rachael Laubsch with Indy
John Glenny with Charro & Sarita
Kym Glenny with Hondo, Jett, Duke & Dusty
Karen Westmacott – photography

Kym Glenny
Public Relations Officer

BREED SURVEY REGISTRAR’S REPORT 1.7.17 – 30.6.18
Totals y/end June
Classified Males

Classified Females

2018

Comparison y/end 2017

Comparison y/end 2016

8

Cl.1 - 4

Cl.1 - 6

-

Cl.2 - 1

Cl.1 - 16

Cl.1 - 14

Cl.2 - 5

Cl.2 - 3

18
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Failures

1

2

1

Total

27

27

25

PLEASE NOTE – From 1st July 2018, Australia wide, ALL animals presented for Breed Survey will be
required to have received at least the grading of GOOD in the show ring and provide proof with the
application. As we do not use grading certificates in WA, stating the date of the show, the club
conducting the show and the name of the judge will suffice for the Registrar to verify.
The Application for Breed Survey (BS1) has been re-vamped to reflect this requirement and is now
available for download from our Club website – www.gsdawa.org Also available from the GSDCA
website – http://www.gsdcouncilaustralia.org/forms/
Vicki Beaton
Breed Survey Registrar

HEREDITARY DISEASES REGISTRAR
For the information of the members interested, the annual figures for the past five years are as
follows:Total Number of State Contracts Issued
1.7.17 – 30.6.18
45
1.7.16 – 30.6.17
66
1.7.15 – 30.6.16
68
1.7.14 – 30.6.15
76
1.7.13 – 30.6.14
87

Congratulations to the owners/breeders of the below mentioned animals.
Their successful hip and elbow results have been submitted to me over the past year:
NAME OF DOG

OWNER

SIRE & DAM

2017/18
Adashad Love Child

SR & M Adams

LaShadas Whos That Girl (AI)

R Hosking

LaShadas Xtra Spesh Xe

R Hosking

Volscaro Ciao Ooshie

D Davies

S: *Schaeferhund Rafael
D:*Friedental Miles And Miles
S: *Odin Delle Terre Matildiche IPO1 (Imp Ita)
D: *LaShadas Nasi Goreng
S: *Joanchell Panto (IID)
D: *LaShadas Vixen
S: *Ch Xaro vd Plassenburg (imp Deu)
D: *Volscaro Ciao Bella

PLEASE NOTE: From 1st July 2018 there has been an increase in the cost of HD/ED Applications:
Hips and Elbows
Hips Only
Elbows Only

$70.00
$52.00
$35.00

The updated application form in PDF format is available for download from the Club website –
www.gsdawa.org
Vicki Beaton
Hereditary Diseases Registrar
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PUPPY LISTING REGISTRAR’S REPORT
It is either the feast or the famine – we are either inundated with calls or none at all. However
the melding of these breeding areas on the webpage will allow people to have a great overview
of our association and the potential puppies for the discerning buyer. We give as much
common sense information as we possibly can – many call back and thank us for the effort and
tell us how much they have enjoyed the experience of “shopping” with our breeders to find
their perfect pup. Additional flyers will be uploaded in the near future to give practical help to
our potential new members.
Margaret Adams
Puppy Listing Officer

STUD DOG REGISTRAR’S REPORT
At last we have made a move forward in this portfolio. The first ones have been rolling in and
the designs have been sent to their owners for approval. I look forward to more dogs being
added in the near future – we need to showcase these beautiful dogs. They are a credit to their
owners and breeders and I hope that they are given the opportunity to be displayed on our
webpage.
Margaret Adams
Stud Dog Registrar

IDENTIFICATION OFFICER’S REPORT
There is a reduced activity in this portfolio except for the lost and missing dogs and
researching the history of re-homed dogs,
Since tattooing ceased the workload is much lighter – no more endless entering of symbols
and numbers and cross-checking of names.
Margaret Adams
Identification Officer
EDITOR’S REPORT
The next edition is sitting waiting to be finished as soon as I complete this booklet – I have
produced a couple of special editions highlighting our children and our A.N.Z.A.C. heroes. The
information updates have bridged the gap between editions. Occasionally we have had
problems sending our bulk emails, with hundreds bouncing back and I thank Rob Pritchard for
sending the last ones. As always input from the members is always welcomed. Email copy to
editor@gsdawa.org

Margaret Adams
Editor
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MEMBERSHIP OFFICER’S REPORT
As of the 30th June 2018 we have a total of 408 Members.
This is made up of:
Making a total of
Plus

140 double memberships and
87 single memberships
367 members
41 life members made up of 16 doubles and 9 singles

For the year July 1st 2017 to June 30th 2018 we have had 64 new members join our association
Faye Ramsden
Membership Officer

TROPHY OFFICER’S REPORT
Well, it’s been over a year now that I’ve been the Trophy Officer, thank you all for entrusting me
with this position.
I have been dealing with Eddie Holt from Classic Trophies for at least a year now, and things
have been running very smoothly. I couldn’t ask for a better person or business to deal with.
Eddie is very professional and prompt.
My only issue with this position is the lack of time given to order Trophies and Rosettes due to
the hold up after show/obedience entries close. As I understand Jenny Boekelman
consolidates this information and forwards it to Ian Marr. It gets quite embarrassing at times
placing such late orders and expecting such quick turn arounds. I also personally have issues
with ordering so late, as it gives me no flexibility in the week leading up to the shows. There
are some weeks where I find it extremely hard to get the time to do what is necessary due to
personal commitments/family etc.
There had also been a communication breakdown from the Obedience side of things, but Ian
Marr kindly put me in contact with Karen Westmacott, who has been nothing but awesome in
filling the gap.
In regards to costs, I feel that overall the average price of the trophies is equal to or less than
last year.
I’m hoping that all on the committees like my trophy choices, and don’t hesitate to make
suggestions if they would like anything changed.
Rachael Laubsch
Trophy Officer

GROUND MANAGER - HEADQUARTERS & OTAGO PARK REPORTS
As these positions are vacant we can only thank those who work for us at our grounds
however if you are able to help either to take on either of these roles to oversee or be part of
the maintenance team please let us know we are always looking for volunteers.
Ideally a roster for the toilet cleaning and sweeping of the clubhouse and veranda should be
put in place.
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Grateful thanks go to all who have worked at our Craigie ground or Headquarters this year –
you are really appreciated. We have had some super helpers – thank you all.

AGM BOOKLET PRODUCER’S REPORT
This booklet shows how dedicated the office bearers, committee members and registrars and
officers of this association are. Please take this opportunity to thank those people who work
so hard without any form of compensation or benefit – just the reward of doing something
good for others.
You may have heard the saying – my glass is half-full. I am here to tell you that my glass is
never half full – it usually overflows and yet some I meet up with don’t even have a glass. If we
are to survive we all have to be going in the one direction.
I have to say at this point I am truly blessed to have the husband I have – he is constant
support for me and what I do for this association. Just the occasional roll of the eyes when we
are in the middle of watching a television programme, shopping or eating dinner and the
telephone rings with a member concerned over an issue. I am so grateful to him and my best
friends who support me in the myriad of portfolios I am involved in.
I would like to thank Steve for recently putting in the vanity unit in the ladies’ toilets and
replacing the dodgy door closers. Retirement did seem like a good idea.
I wish the new committee well – it will be a great combination of enthusiasm and experience
and look forward to working together in a positive manner and rejecting negativity to enable
this association to move forward into the future.
I thank the association for their continued support and faith they put in me.
Margaret Adams
Booklet Production
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305 Scarborough Beach Road, Osborne Park - Phone 9273 1000297

79 Champion Dr,
Seville Grove
Phone: (08) 9497 1399
22 Garnet Way Maddington
Phone: (08) 9452 3944
info@animalhealth.net.au

Shop 3 336 Campbell Road
Canning Vale
(08) 9455 7896
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